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"Accomplishing Intellectual Work": An Investigation
of the Re-Locations Enacted Through On-Location
Tutoring

Spring 2007 / Focus

by Holly Bruland, The University of Hawai'i MÄnoa

Classroom-based tutoring transforms the work of the writing center.

Holly Bruland

As a number of our writing center tutors prepared to enter first-year
composition courses as classroom-based tutors, the question they most
commonly asked was, "Will my one-on-one conferences with students be
similar to those I conducted in the Writing Workshop?" My over-simplified
answer, based upon my own recent experiences in on-location tutoring, was
"yes and no." At times, as a classroom-based tutor, I found that my individual
sessions with students played out much like scenes from a writing center,
whereas at other times, these tutoring scenes bore little resemblance to their
writing center progenitors. In the introduction to their anthology, On Location:
Theory and Practice in Classroom-Based Writing Tutoring, Candace Spigelman
and Laurie Grobman speculate about the reasons behind such similarities and
differences, arguing that classroom-based writing tutoring should be treated as
a distinct genre. Here, Spigelman and Grobman stretch the concept of "genre"
beyond its traditional application to the literary text, drawing on Charles
Bazerman's definition of genres as "environments for learning" (2) and Anis
Bawarshi's notions of genres as "constitut[ing] the social conditions in which



the activities of all social participants are enacted"(2). Indeed, when the
learning environment of the writing center meets the social conditions of the
first-year composition classroom, a hybrid genre emerges. The potential of
hybrid genres, Patricia Bizzell theorizes, lies in their ability to "accomplish
intellectual work which could not be done in either of the parent discourses
alone" (Bizzell, 13).[1]

[T]he shared context of the classroom shapes and expands the
range of interactions between tutors and students in one-on-one
writing conferences outside of class.

This "intellectual work"–which I would expand to include social and cultural
work with a nod to David Bartholomae, Mike Rose, and countless others who
have broadened our definitions of the kind of work accomplished in the first-
year composition course–occurs in both classroom interactions and outside
conferences. For the purposes of this article, however, I will focus almost
exclusively on how the shared context of the classroom shapes and expands
the range of interactions between tutors and students in one-on-one writing
conferences outside of class. My data comes from a pilot study of two first-year
composition courses in the Fall of 2006 at the University of Hawai'i MÄnoa
(UHM).[2] Each pilot section, with approximately twenty first-year students
from a broad variety of linguistic and cultural backgrounds, was assigned a
tutor who was to attend class regularly, stay in close contact with the instructor
of record, and conduct individual writing conferences with students outside of
class.[3] Throughout the semester, we collected data on 114 student
conferences lasting approximately thirty minutes each; after each conference
and at the end of the semester, tutors and students reflected on the topics
discussed, interventions made, problems encountered, and questions raised
through this particular tutoring arrangement.[4] The following categories and
subcategories of intervention were synthesized from the tutors' post-conference
data-collection and compared with the students' perceptions in end-of-semester
surveys. These categories are presented as a spectrum, beginning with those
interventions most closely aligned, at least on the surface, with "traditional"
configurations of tutoring in a writing center and continuing to those that more
obviously accomplish the unique work of a hybrid genre.

Improving a paper's organization:
- eliminating redundancies
- composing introductions, conclusions, topic sentences, transitions, "hooks"
- ordering ideas in a logical progression

Clarifying a paper's purpose:
- narrowing a paper's focus
- inventing a title that foreshadows the paper's angle
- connecting a specific paper topic to the assignment's larger theme

Honing issues of grammar, usage, and style:
- keeping verb tense consistent (or only changing tense intentionally)
- improving sentence structure
- teaching rules for semi-colons, colons, commas, and hyphens
- identifying patterns of error
- adjusting one's tone to fit the rhetorical situation
- explaining how to use our grammar reference manual

Inventing more effective composing processes:



- introducing new pre-writing methods for overcoming writer's block
- asking leading questions and guiding students through brainstorming
exercises
- guiding students to use classmates' online discussion postings to generate
ideas
- suggesting ways for students to combine personal narrative with an academic
voice
- walking students through the first step of an "intimidating" multi-step process
(i.e., first entry of an annotated bibliography)

Incorporating research into student writing:
- pointing out cases where students need to cite a source in order to avoid
plagiarism
- helping students regain their voice when the "experts" have taken over
- showing students how to use a reference manual to find proper citation
formats
- introducing quotes, attributing sources, and using in-text citations and block
quotes
- noting unsupported or inaccurate claims that call for additional research

Finding a research topic:
- learning more about students' interests and then helping students identify a
research topic that fits both the assignment criteria and their own interests
- encouraging students to pursue real interests rather than an "easy" generic
topic
- teaching students how to take a critical angle on a topic rather than to write
an encyclopedia-like summary
- modeling how to ask a research question
- advising students on when it is still okay to change topics and when it is too
late in the research process to change topics

Connecting with scholarly sources:
- reviewing the differences between scholarly and popular sources
- brainstorming search terms and practicing searches with different engines
- locating and printing the student's first scholarly source
- culling a "references" section to identify additional potential sources
- troubleshooting with students who believe they have come to a dead end
- reading difficult scholarly publications and translating them line-by-line into
accessible language

Troubleshooting technology issues:
- contacting technology support
- teaching students how to attach a document
- showing students how to email themselves a backup draft
- helping Mac users access online discussion forums
- teaching word processing skills such as how to use a footnote, how to adjust
margins and font, how to create folder data storage systems

Embodying the role of a fieldworker:
- coaching students in how to conduct an interview, including how to find
contact information for an interviewee, how to use biographical details to
generate specific interview questions, and how to ask good follow-up questions
- conducting a practice mock interview as a "confidence-booster" (student's
term)

Utilizing university resources:



- helping students use online campus maps to find libraries and computer labs
- giving contact information for student disability services (in response to
students' descriptions of learning impediments)

Mediating peer writing groups:
- listening to students' concerns regarding group work: voice is not being
represented; paper is too personal for peer revision; peers' feedback is
contradictory and confusing; group members' performance will harm individual
grade
- clarifying individual roles and responsibilities
- coaching students in conflict resolution strategies for writing groups
- strategizing on how to give and receive feedback during draft workshops
- validating feedback given by the students' peers and coaching students in how
to apply peer feedback to a piece of writing

Listening to student concerns and offering encouragement:
- common fears addressed: speaking in class, negative past experiences with
writing, performing poorly in class, feeling "lost" on an assignment,
conferencing with the professor, not being able to handle the research project
(student's high school never required any research papers), losing motivation
for the class and feeling burnt out on school in general
- common encouragements given: to keep up with long-term assignments, to
meet with instructor about concerns, to keep revising, to see a reference
librarian, to sign up for an additional individual tutoring session

Bridging the gap between students and instructor:
- re-explaining concepts or instructions from class
- translating the instructor's handwriting on a graded assignment, calculating
which categories on the assignment's scoring sheet resulted in the highest
deductions of points, and helping student to apply instructor's feedback to
ongoing revisions
- role playing with students on how to approach a professor, showing students
how to look up office hours and location, and accompanying students on their
first-ever trip to a professor's office
- helping students compose their first-ever emails to a professor (how to greet
a professor, how to convey an appropriate tone, how to sign off)
- explaining what an extension is, when to ask for one, how to approach a
professor with an extension request, and how much extra work it takes to
complete an overdue assignment without falling more behind on the current
assignment

Acquiring skills in time management and personal organization:
- teaching students how to read and follow a syllabus
- breaking down a larger assignment into smaller steps
- helping students who have fallen behind to understand the seriousness of
their predicament and to come up with a prioritized to-do list for catching up
- assisting students in setting up and organizing a writing portfolio
- coaching students in how to use the services of a mentor (when to sign up for
conferences, how to prepare)
- recommending better note-taking methods
- outlining the steps students should take following an absence

Discussing elements of college transition not directly related to
composition class:
- other college courses: strategies for balancing research papers in two classes



at once, handling exam week, finding a tutor for other problem classes
- future plans: potential majors and minors, advice on classes to take,
possibility of transferring, post-graduation goals
- personal life: relationship issues (breaking up with significant other, the
challenges of living with a roommate); family issues (death in the family,
homesickness); health issues (recent injury, illness); legal issues (traffic
accident, theft of backpack with laptop and loss of all coursework); work and
extracurricular opportunities (extensive hours and demands of job, how to get
involved in club sports)

On-location tutors operate at the intersections of individual
backgrounds, classroom conditions, and institutional ideologies.

We found that the roles tutors enacted and the conversations they conducted
were shaped profoundly–if not primarily–by the genre in which they were
performing.[5] Even many of the more "traditional" tutoring interventions, such
as helping a student reduce redundancies, took on new dimensions in this
hybrid context. For example, when one of our tutors asked a student why she
had once again returned to a particular point in her paper, this question opened
the way for a discussion of "the personal reasons behind the redundancy of her
writing," including the student's misgivings about her abilities as a writer and
her concerns that her voice was not being heard in her peer writing group.
Here, the student's familiarity with the tutor–as well as the tutor's familiarity
with the individual student and the larger course's groupwork policies, writing
assignments, and student learning outcomes–extended the interaction’s scope.
Furthermore, those situations in which tutors helped students find their ways
for the first time into a professor's office or Inbox; or connected students with
the information and technology resources that store and transmit academic
knowledge; or coached students on how to structure time and approach tasks,
reveal the degree to which the university's distinct set of social conditions also
defined and extended the scope of tutoring. As a tutor on the project, I found
that in most cases my awareness of these intersecting relationships and social
spaces enriched my one-on-one interactions with both the students and
instructor, "enabling," to use Bizzell's words, "new kinds of intellectual work,"
including conversations about the cognitive, social, and cultural dimensions of
performing as a college writer[6] (Bizzell, 11).

On-location tutors operate at the intersection of individual backgrounds,
classroom conditions, and institutional ideologies. As Melanie Kill explains,
these ". . . genres and relationships between genres mediate our interactions in
these social spaces and, in doing so, shape both our presentations of ourselves
to others and our readings of others' selves" (216). The intersecting contexts of
on-location tutoring not only serve to mediate tutors' readings of students'
selves, but also to revise students' readings of tutors, instructors, institutions,
and perhaps also the writing center itself. While most of the first-year students
I have encountered are not likely to seek out a writing center of their own
accord, a semester's worth of productive interactions with a classroom-based
tutor can accomplish significant intellectual re-orienting. This hybrid genre
teaches students that tutoring encompasses much more than grammar, equips
students with the meta-cognitive vocabulary to articulate session goals, and
ultimately positions them to consider approaching the writing center on their
own.

Notes



[1] Spigelman and Grobman envision the writing center as one of four parent
genres for classroom-based writing tutoring: these "parents" include writing
center tutoring, writing across the curriculum, supplemental instruction, and
peer writing groups. For the purposes of this article, however, I will focus on the
relationship between writing center tutoring and classroom-based writing
tutoring.

[2] Assigning a tutor to a first-year composition class is not new for UHM. For
over a decade, on-location tutors have helped UHM students who performed
poorly on the university placement exam to be "mainstreamed" into first-year
composition courses; these first-year students are required to enroll in an
additional 1-hour pass/fail writing lab run by undergraduate tutors who attend
class and hold weekly out-of-class small group and individual conferences. Our
initiative, however, gave every first-year composition student access to an in-
class writing tutor for the first time in institutional history.

[3] I had the opportunity to serve as one of the two tutors, experiencing both
the tensions and rewards of on-location tutoring myself. While there were a
number of differences between the two sections, which I will not address here,
both instructors agreed to exempt the tutors from all grading responsibilities;
this arrangement provided the tutors with insight into the instructor's intentions
and expectations without compromising the tutor's ability to embody a range of
roles that would have been unavailable to graders.

[4] All research was approved by the University of Hawai'i Committee on
Human Studies' Institutional Review Board (IRB).

[5] Such categories also begin to suggest the kinds of additional training that
in-class writing tutors would need in areas such as negotiating interpersonal
conflicts, teaching study skills, and referring students to university resources.

[6] When these varying contexts came into conflict -- demanding that I shift
my allegiance among students, instructor, and institution -- I better understood
Grobman and Spigelman's insight that classroom-based tutoring "operates amid
contradictions within the productive chaos of writing classrooms; it confuses the
nature of classroom authority; it encourages noise and active collaboration at
the very scene of writing" (219).
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Between the Lines: Writing Center Classes in
Pedagogical Perspective

Spring 2007 / Focus

by Melissa Tedrowe, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Practical suggestions for meeting the challenges of writing center
classes

Melissa Tedrowe

The CFP for this spring 2007 issue of Praxis invites us to consider the writing
center and the classroom as separate entities with complementary, but
ultimately distinct, practices, methods, and goals. This perspective is by no
means new. When the first writing labs emerged in the 1940s, they imagined
themselves as a counterpoint to the traditional classroom; indeed, many initial
explorations of what writing centers could become began with an assertion of
what they were not.[1] From those earliest years until now, however, a third
entity has existed alongside these seemingly dichotomous forms. The writing
center class (or “workshop,” as it’s sometimes called) does represent an
alternative to the traditional classroom.[2] It typically meets a handful of times
at most; students earn neither credits nor grades for attending, and they sign
up voluntarily. At the same time, the material and pedagogical conditions of the
writing center class–a group of students, an “expert” instructor, handouts,
desks, a chalkboard–can appear quite conventional. In short, by combining
elements of the traditional classroom and the writing center, the writing center
class is a hybrid form. Those who want to offer this kind of instruction–and
there are many reasons to do so–must carefully negotiate that hybridity if they
want to succeed.

The Good

The size of the writing center in which I currently teach makes it possible for us
to offer more than 60 sections of 30 different classes each semester. Because
my first writing center was much smaller, we could offer only two or three.
From working in very different contexts like these, I came to believe that
classes benefit a writing center in a number of unique ways. First and foremost,



they send powerful messages about whom a writing center serves. It’s one
thing to proclaim “we exist for everyone,” but it’s another to circulate a
catalogue with offerings for graduate students writing research proposals,
upper-level undergraduates working on application essays, faculty designing
assignments, and first-year, returning, or transfer students studying effective
argumentation. At The Writing Center at the University of Wisconsin-
Madison, we create our lineup for such a deliberately wide audience. A smaller
writing center could reap the same publicity benefits by offering only a couple
classes each term, however. Anyone thinking that writing center’s services were
one-dimensional or remedial would be encouraged to think again.

While I’m a big fan of writing center classes [...] I also have
found them incredibly frustrating

Classes are an exceptionally effective recruitment tool for writing centers not
only because they can appeal to such a diverse student population, but also,
oddly enough, because they are so closely related to the traditional class.
Students unfamiliar with or intimidated by the idea of one-to-one instruction
find in a writing center workshop something they recognize. Many say that they
first came to the writing center to take a class, and, valuing what they learned
there, chose to follow up with an individual appointment (something we
encourage at the end of all our classes). In short, the first step in gaining
students’ loyalty and trust often takes place in the classes we teach.

A different kind of benefit that classes offer is staff development. Instructors
who lead these short workshops expand or refine what they know, becoming
more flexible and responsive in their one-to-one sessions. (Never am I sharper
on medical school applications than right after I teach a class to aspiring
physicians!) These classes also help writing center staff gauge the assignments,
questions, and issues they are likely to see “coming soon” in individual
appointments.

The Challenges

While I’m a big fan of writing center classes, for the reasons outlined above, I
also have found them incredibly frustrating; it has taken me a long time to
learn to do them well. (When I asked colleagues for a word that described their
experience teaching these classes, responses included “unpredictable,”
“overwhelming,” “unfamiliar,” and “daunting.”) We agreed that the elements of
disparate instruction that these classes fuse–those of the writing center and the
traditional course–often seem to clash with one another.

Many of the problems exist at the gateway. We publicize our classes with what
we think are clear titles and descriptions, and still the “wrong” students come–
what they want to learn isn’t what we have prepared to teach. (This happens
less frequently when students sign up for semester-long courses.) Or few
students come, prompting us to wonder if the time we put into the design,
preparation, and publicity of that class could have been spent in better ways.
(In a semester long class, attendance is compulsory.) Yet the most common
and vexing challenge, in my experience, is that the students who do show up
arrive with expectations that are impossible to reconcile. In the very first
writing center class I taught, “Literary Analysis: No Problem!,” my forty-plus
students included a first-year undergrad just learning to write a college-level
literature paper, a senior planning an honors thesis on Proust, a visiting
professor from the comparative literature department wanting to brush up on



MLA mechanics, and a junior economics major hoping to publish his creative
nonfiction in Harper's. Again, this kind of heterogeneity is far less likely in
longer credit-based course.

Writing center classes can be a pastiche: they invite us to draw
from the best of writing center and traditional pedagogies to
create something wholly new

Then there’s what happens in the class itself. Unlike semester-long courses, in a
sense writing center workshops never move past opening day: meeting just
once or twice, instructor and participants don’t get the chance to establish
rapport or work out effective dynamics. The possibility for collaboration–the
linchpin of good writing center instruction, as we all know–is limited. Indeed,
my early attempts at de-centering these classes only frustrated my students,
who said that in a class of ninety minutes, they didn’t want to “waste time”
listening to their peers. It’s not uncommon for students to stare at me silently,
grab the handouts, and scoot (or they email to say that they want the handouts
without attending the class). In this way, writing center classes can leave me
feeling like I’m little more than a storehouse, as Andrea Lunsford imagines it in
“Collaboration, Control, and the Idea of a Writing Center.” Because time is so
limited, the instruction I offer can feel incredibly superficial–at least to me. I
want to do a good job with these classes, but the evaluations that students
complete rarely offer concrete suggestions. If they do, what works one time
won’t the next.

Suggestions

Through trial, error, and a good deal of talk, my colleagues and I have found
that a number specific strategies help maximize the benefits and minimize the
difficulties associated with this instructional medium. I offer some of these
below.

Offer a range of classes. By this I mean not only different topics that
can appeal to different writers, but also different formats. While most of
our workshops introduce a particular set of skills, concepts, or principles,
we also offer draft workshops. In these students share a rhetorical task;
the price of admission is a work in progress, and participants respond to
each other’s work. Other formats include review or “brush up” sessions,
conversations about writing, and introductions to the writing center itself.
Personalize your publicity. We display a guide to our upcoming
classes at every tutoring station and encourage instructors to make
individualized recommendations. A casual, “You should check out our
class on essay exams, it might help you with that midterm you
mentioned,” goes a long way. This kind of publicity also increases the
likelihood that students will end up in a class that’s appropriate for them.
Remind students that they’ve registered. Along with an automated
reminder that goes out to students a few days before a class, our
instructors often send a personal notice. This includes a preview of what
will be covered, an invitation to ask questions, and an enthusiastic Hope
to see you there!
Manage expectations up front. In class titles and descriptions, make
sure that the intended audience is as unambiguous as possible. Then at
the start of class, tell students explicitly what will be covered and who
the primary audience is. Consider adding something along the lines of,
“If this workshop seems not quite right for you, please don’t feel obliged



to stay. Your time is precious and I don’t want to waste it.” When I say
this, most students stay right in their chairs, but I feel better knowing
I’ve been direct about our plans.
Stay a little more centered. De-centering a class works best when one
has the luxury of a full semester. Try shortcuts in your writing center
classes. In place of individual introductions, ask for a show of hands:
how many sophomores? Sociology majors? Have students chat with a
neighbor rather than moving into groups. Perhaps most importantly,
know that it’s okay to be more directive than you are in either your
writing center or semester-long teaching.
Be generous with materials. If one aspect of these classes predicts
student satisfaction, this is it. In their evaluations, students repeatedly
tell us that they like to walk away with information-dense handouts and
samples. For those who can’t attend a particular class, we often make
the materials available through other means–most often, in packets to
be picked up at the writing center or on the web. The one caveat I would
offer is that samples really depend on explanatory context, a little
guidance that lets a student know what to emulate, what to avoid, and
what choices are available. Although it takes extra time, I schedule a
face-to-face appointment with any student who wants the materials from
a class in which I distribute samples.
Make evaluations short and to the point. To get as much feedback as
we can from students, who often need to leave right after class finishes,
our evaluation forms ask just a few open-ended questions. How was this
class useful to you? What suggestions do you have? We also offer
students multiple ways of returning their forms and, occasionally,
incentive for completing them.
Expect the unexpected. Because I never know who will turn up in my
writing center classes, I have learned to plant myself in the here and
now: the students I thought would attend aren’t here, what can I do with
the ones in front of me? My writing center training has taught me to see
moments like these as opportunities for collaboration, which I take
advantage of by inviting students to draw on each other’s diverse
expertise, even with the limited time we have available to us. At the
same time, my experience in the traditional classroom has made me
unafraid of setting an agenda that I deem best for the group. I know that
I may not meet the needs of everyone, but I hope that some–maybe
even most–will find something in my writing center class that they can
use, and that makes them want to return.

Parting Thoughts

My colleagues who described writing center classes as “demanding” and
“unfamiliar” also admit that they can be enriching, eye-opening, spontaneous,
and fun. The trick, it seems, lies in accepting their complexity and then
experimenting with what works. Writing center classes can be a pastiche: they
invite us to draw from the best of writing center and traditional pedagogies to
create something wholly new. In this way, these classes prompt students and
instructors alike to expand our ideas not simply about what we learn but how
we can best learn it.

Notes
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[1] In the 1940s the writing “lab” began to dislodge itself from its physical and
conceptual moorings in the traditional classroom. From the outset, most agreed
that this new entity would be “what the classroom is often not–natural,
realistic, and friendly” (qtd. in Carino 19). The writing lab tutor became
envisioned as someone who would provide the personalized, supportive
instruction that the classroom teacher, poised over grade book with red pen,
could not.

[2] For an extended discussion, see Healy.
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Spring 2007 / News & Announcements

Praxis announces CFP for Fall 2007 Issue: Diversity in the Writing
Center

Praxis: A Writing Center Journal welcomes submissions for its Fall 2007 issue.
We especially encourage submissions on this issue’s theme: Diversity in the
Writing Center. Articles on this topic may deal with the numerous ways in which
writing centers foster and accommodate the diversity of their tutees and tutors.
We invite contributors to interpret the theme broadly; however, some possible
applications include

Issues of power and authority relating to race, gender, class, etc. in
tutorials
Tutoring ESL students
Questions of dialect in tutees’ writing
Accommodating socioeconomic differences in the writing center (e.g.,
flexible scheduling for students who work fulltime)
Consultations conducted in non-English languages
International encounters in the writing center

Submission guidelines:

Recommended article length is 1000 to 2000 words. Articles should conform to
MLA style. Send submissions as a Word document e-mail attachment to Jeremy
Dean and James Jesson at praxis@uwc.utexas.edu. Also include the writer’s
name, e-mail address, phone number, and affiliation. Because Praxis is a Web-
based journal, please do not send paper; we do not have the resources to
transcribe printed manuscripts. Images should be formatted as jpeg files and
sent as attachments.

Deadline for Spring issue: September 3, 2007

Praxis: A Writing Center Journal (praxis.uwc.utexas.edu/praxisarchive) is a
biannual electronic publication sponsored by the University of Texas
Undergraduate Writing Center, a component of the Division of Rhetoric
and Writing at the University of Texas at Austin. It is a forum for writing
center practitioners everywhere.

We welcome articles from writing center consultants and administrators related
to training, consulting, labor issues, administration, and writing center news,
initiatives, and scholarship. For further information about submitting an article
or suggesting an idea, please contact the editors at praxis@uwc.utexas.edu.
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Consultant Spotlight
Spring 2007 / Consulting

Praxis interviews Kathryn Roberts, undergraduate senior in English
literature and Art History, and undergraduate writing tutor at Duke
University Writing Studio

Kathryn Roberts

Name: Kathryn Roberts

Age: 22

Writing center: Duke University Writing Studio

Size of school: 6000 undergrads

Year in school and area of study: Senior, English and Art History

Number of years working in writing centers: 3

Job title: Undergraduate Writing Tutor

Describe the work you do in the writing center:
UWTs work with one first year writing course each semester and consult with
students on drafts of two essays. This semester I am participating in a pilot
program in which the more senior tutors work with a “Writing in the Disciplines”
course composed of students of all years. The course I tutor is a Women’s
Studies/Literature course entitled “Subjects of Alienation.” The course consists



of 11 students, and I work closely with the professor to understand both the
content of the course and the expectations for written assignments.

Describe the training you’ve participated in:
All undergraduate tutors complete a one-semester course entitled Education
170, “Literacy, Writing, and Tutoring.” During the course we read about and
discuss tutoring theory and practice. We shadow a mentor tutor on a session
and conduct practice sessions of our own, sharing interesting clips from the
sessions in class using our iPods. Also, we complete research papers on writing
or tutoring issues and present our research before a panel of professors and
tutors.

How do you normally start a consultation?
I start tutoring sessions by looking at the pre-appointment reflection worksheet
we ask all students to complete and asking what students want to work on
during the session. In most sessions I ask students to read their papers aloud
so that I have time to process the paper, and they have time to reflect once
again on their writing.

What I like about working in a writing center is talking with other
students about their writing. I learn so much in every session and
I hope I am able to share some of the things I have learned.

Describe your consulting style:
I try to maintain my status as a peer, someone who is not an expert in the
material but has indeed seen a lot of student writing. My favorite sessions are
highly collaborative: the writer and I work together to think critically through
hard questions and get excited about the ideas in the paper. I like to share my
experiences as a writer when I am in a session so that it is clear we are in this
together.

My favorite kind of consultation is one in which the student is very excited
about her writing and eager to brainstorm ideas and do some hard thinking in
the session, rather than just working on organization or grammar.

My greatest strength as a consultant is my ability to put students at ease
so that they feel free to share their work, take my advice as only one voice of
many, and get as excited about their writing as I am about tutoring!

My greatest weakness is my tendency to help too much: sometimes I’m
exhausted after a session and I know I’ve worked harder on the paper than the
writer. That’s when I know I have to step back, take a deep breath, and
remember that the writer can only take as much out of a session as she puts
into it.

What I like about working in a writing center is talking with other students
about their writing. I learn so much in every session and I hope I am able to
share some of the things I have learned as well.

What was your oddest (or most challenging) consultation?
My strangest moment occurred when tutoring a fellow senior this semester who
was determined to establish herself as my equal and regard the session as a
mere formality, required by her professor. Since I always come to sessions
thinking of myself as a peer writer and not a TA or an authority figure, it was
strange to work with a student so anxious about our relative status. When we
finally got down to looking at her paper, I found I had plenty of feedback to
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give, but we never quite got past the posturing. I found this very odd
considering the student had already participated in extensive peer-review in
class, but I suppose the student found the one-on-one structure of the session
and its obligatory nature threatening.

What advice would you give to beginning consultants?
You know more than you think! Just listening to someone else’s writing and
asking questions can be immensely helpful, even if you know nothing about the
topic or are intimidated by the writer’s style.

What kind of writing do you do?
I do mostly academic writing in my field. Right now I am working on an honors
thesis on gender and popular culture in postwar American novels.

How has working in a writing center affected the way you write?
I am certainly more consciously aware of things like organization, paragraph
structure, and reader-centered prose. Things that were once mostly intuitive for
me I can now think about more objectively as I revise, imagining my reader
instead of focusing only on what I want to say.

What else do you want to tell us about yourself?
Working in the Writing Studio has convinced me that I want to be involved with
student writing for the rest of my life. As I pursue graduate work in English, I
will do so not just as an academic and a teacher but as a writer in a community
of writers.
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Praxis visits the University of Iowa Writing Center

Spring 2007 Writing Center Tutors

Name of center: University of Iowa Rhetoric Writing Center

Institutional affiliation: University of Iowa

City, State: Iowa City, IA 52242

Web address: www.uiowa.edu/~writingc/

Director: Carol Severino

Year opened: 1934

History: Professor Carrie Stanley started the Writing Lab in 1934 in a classroom for the
benefit of students who needed help writing about literature.

Sponsoring department, school, or organization: The Rhetoric Department

Megan Knight and undergraduate Writing Fellows

Number of consultations in the last year: ~6400

Square footage: 1498

Services offered:



Twice-a-week, appointment, and e-mail tutoring at the main Writing Center and 5
satellites. Creative writing groups, writing workshops, classroom presentations. A
community writing center located in the Public Library.

Staff:

Approximately 30 graduate student tutors work in the WC as part of their TA-ship, earning
about $5000 a year to work 6.6 hours a week in the WC. Others have contracts working
3.3, 10, and 13.2 hours.

Approximately 30 undergraduate tutors called Writing Fellows work with professors across
the curriculum and their students on writing assignments in their courses. They earn $600
a semester the first semester in which they fellow and $700 thereafter.

A full-time staff member acts as assistant director; among many other tasks, he
coordinates e-mail tutoring and teaches the fiction workshop.

A lecturer is the assistant director of the Writing Fellows Program as part of her teaching
load.

The director of the Writing Center and Writing Fellows is a Rhetoric faculty member who
directs the Writing Center as part of her teaching load.

A part-time student employee who works as a receptionist, traffic manager, and poster
creator.

Poets at the Writing Center Voices Reading

Clientele:

We see both undergraduates and graduates from all fields, especially from the College of
Liberal Arts and the College of Education. Our twice a week program is especially popular
with second language writers. We serve about 4000 students per year in tutoring
sessions, including e-mail tutoring, and about 6000 if you include students reached
through presentations and workshops. The most common writing concerns have to do
with global issues such as argumentation and organization. Second language writers are
concerned with idiomatic expression. Three of our most common genre are rhetoric
papers, personal statements, and dissertations.

Money Matters:

Our Writing Center budget is part of the Rhetoric Department’s budget from the College of



Liberal Arts and Sciences, although funding for the Writing Fellows comes through the
Honors Program from the Provost. For improvements in computers and in technological
interfaces, we have had to apply for internal grants.

Current events/programs:

Last semester we inaugurated a poetry reading and writing group in the Writing Center
and this semester we started a Fiction group and a non-fiction group. This semester, in
conjunction with the Speaking Center, we are running ESL Conversation sessions every
Friday. We also have two series of workshops, one for students and teachers, and one
especially for teachers.

Philosophy:

We aspire through our multiple programs to improve writing, writing processes, and
writing instruction at the University and in the community. We see writers as individuals
who have as much to teach us as we have to teach them.

What else should people know about your center?

Creative writers read work published in
Voices From the Writing Center at the end of each semester

Beyond the consulting floor,

1) the Writing Fellows are assigned to professors in Anthropology, Sociology, Political
Science, Music, English, Dance, and many other fields. They work with all the students in
that professor’s class on drafts of two writing assignments.

2) creative writing workshops in Poetry, Fiction, and Non-Fiction meet once a week.

3) instructors invite WC staff to visit their classes and talk about writing issues.

4) we’re offering this semester a series of workshops on writing issues, including writing
about science, writing about literature, writing scholarship statements, and the issue of
non-human computerized response to writing.

5) our community writing center is located in the Iowa City Public Library one evening per
week.

Our center does so much, functions so well, and is such a great place to work because of
the creative collaborative energies of the staff.
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From Consulting to Mentoring: The Writing Center
and the Classroom

Spring 2007 / Consulting

by Lauren Schultz, University of Texas at Austin

Lessons from the experiences of a classroom-based writing mentor

In the fall semester of 2005, I became one of the first consultants from the
Undergraduate Writing Center (UWC) at the University of Texas at Austin to
be hired for a pilot program of the Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC)
Initiative: the Writing Mentors Program. Rhetoric professor Joan Mullin
directs the program with assistance from Susan “George” Schorn, UT’s WAC
coordinator. The program seeks to improve students’ writing as well as student-
instructor communication through the role of the writing mentor. The writing
mentor is highly trained in writing; typically, writing mentors are recruited from
the UWC and have experience tutoring students in a one-on-one setting. The
mentor is assigned to a writing-intensive class; he or she attends all class
sessions, tutors the students in writing, and meets with the professor to discuss
goals and challenges relative to the students’ writing.

Lauren Schultz

While I had a background in tutoring from my experience as a consultant at the
UWC, I discovered that mentoring not only presented different challenges, but
also enabled me to get a better idea of students’ specific needs. Additionally, I
found that mentoring offers continuity in tutoring, which is difficult to achieve
with consulting. That is, the writing mentor tutors the same students all
semester long, which enables her to establish rapport with the students. The
mentor is familiar to the students, which creates a more comfortable
environment for the student during tutoring sessions. While dedicated students
have the opportunity to, and frequently do, visit the UWC on a regular basis, an
upper limit of three visits per assignment, a 45-minute duration of consulting
sessions, and the consultant’s lack of familiarity with the class may limit the
progress of such tutoring sessions. Mentoring offers a more comprehensive
understanding of both student and assignment, as meeting with students
regularly throughout the semester enables the tutor to cover much more
ground than would otherwise be possible. Mentoring provides a familiarity with



course content and instructor expectations that consulting sometimes lacks.

A good majority of students are willing to work on their writing
actively if given the chance to do so in a way that is more
convenient, and perhaps less intimidating for some, than the
writing center.

While the mentor attends class, there certainly is a difference between mentor
and peer; the mentor does not complete assignments or do the reading for the
course (unless the mentor prefers to). Also, the mentor is not a teaching
assistant and does not assign grades or otherwise evaluate the students. This
new classroom role for the mentor establishes boundaries with both student
and professor that make for a more productive environment. The mentor brings
writing expertise to the classroom, but she is not necessarily a scholar in the
discipline of the class. Her position is unique in that she offers a wealth of
advice in terms of writing, but she is not equipped to tutor students in terms of
content. The professor is aware that the mentor will help students to convey
their arguments in writing. Unlike a teaching assistant, the mentor does not
evaluate the students’ progress. Instead, the mentor discusses with the
professor the progress of the students’ writing and their ability to grasp and
execute assignments. The mentor mediates between student and professor to
improve classroom communication and student performance.

The mentor should make an effort to be accessible to students. In both classes
that I mentored, I met with students at least once per assignment and then
scheduled additional meetings as necessary. While I did not have set office
hours, I created a sign-up sheet for appointments so that students could plan
to see me in advance. If a student could not make any of the appointment
times that I provided, we would negotiate another time to meet. Students also
had the option of emailing their papers to me for comments. Because students
often met with me during the rough-draft stage of writing their papers, I could
track their progress and make suggestions if needed. I encouraged students to
discuss with me their ideas in the brainstorming stage and to meet with me
once they had completed rough drafts. Working with students at multiple
stages of the writing process familiarizes the mentor with the student’s writing
process and can help the mentor to identify and confront problematic trends in
the student’s writing. Such trends are often imperceptible to consultants at the
UWC who have limited time with which to tutor students. While it is possible to
confront a student’s difficulties with a particular assignment as a consultant, the
mentor is able to ascertain a more overarching view of the student’s specific
challenges.

The presence of the mentor affects how the professor perceives
the role of writing in the classroom, and writing takes on a more
central role [. . .]

Mentoring doesn’t work perfectly in every classroom situation, however. Despite
the availability and approachability of the mentor, class dynamics can either
work to the benefit or to the detriment of the mentor-student relationship.
Because the mentor’s role is new to nearly all students, several of the students
I mentored misunderstood initially my role in the class. For some, I remained a
figure of authority, like a teaching assistant, whom the students were wary of
approaching; for others, especially older students, I was simply a member of
the class who offered peer tutoring. Unlike consulting, where the students who
come in for tutoring sessions are self-selected, all students in classes with



mentors are given the opportunity to work with a tutor. While all students might
benefit from working with a mentor, not all students wanted to invest their time
in tutoring sessions–especially if these students viewed meeting with a mentor
as extra work.

Additionally, the mentor’s understanding of the course can be limited if large
amounts of content are not reviewed in class. That is, if the assignments
diverge too much from the information covered in class lectures, the mentor’s
attendance in class does not necessarily facilitate tutoring. When this situation
arises, the mentor has the option of discussing with the professor how to better
understand the content that is not being covered in class. If the professor can
address the mentor’s concerns by adding material to lectures, this problem is
mitigated. If changing the scope of lectures is not possible, then the situation
becomes comparable to consulting: the student explains the content of the
assignment to the mentor as she understands it.

Despite certain limiting factors, mentoring encourages students to pay more
attention to their writing, and they receive more extensive feedback on
assignments, which increases the student’s awareness of writing as a process.
As a mentor, I noticed that the most important factor to effective mentoring
was student cooperation. If students are open to suggestions and to working on
their writing habits, they benefit from mentoring. First-year students tended to
be more receptive than older students, who generally had already become
comfortable with their writing styles and practices. Also, the willingness of
professors to incorporate more writing activities into the class–such as journals
and free-writing–encouraged students to think about and to plan their writing
assignments beforehand. These writing assignments were planned by the
professor in the class as a way for the mentor to have increased exposure to
students’ writing; if not for the presence of the writing mentor, these
assignments may not have been included in the standard curriculum. The
presence of the mentor affects how the professor perceives the role of writing
in the classroom, and writing takes on a more central role in the classroom. In-
class writing assignments, just like other pre-writing assignments that the
mentor may review, familiarizes the mentor with the students’ tendencies in
writing. The better the mentor knows the students and their writing techniques,
the more the mentor can help.

The incorporation of writing mentors into substantial-writing-component classes
is a way to expand the effectiveness of consulting to students who might
otherwise go without tutoring in writing. A good majority of students are willing
to work on their writing actively if given the chance to do so in a way that is
more convenient, and perhaps less intimidating for some, than the writing
center. Additionally, mentoring benefits the professor, who learns more about
how students interpret and complete assignments. Through regular meetings
with the professor, the mentor relates her perceptions of students’ reaction to
assignments, their ability to complete assignments, and any writing concerns
that affect multiple students. This enables the professor to understand how
students are faring, since time limitations sometimes prevent professors from
having more meetings to discuss writing with students. The mentor brings
consulting to the classroom, which enables more students to receive help with
their writing than would otherwise be possible.

____________________
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Lauren Elizabeth Schultz is a graduate of the University of Texas at Austin. She
holds a Bachelor of Arts in English and Plan II. While at UT-Austin, Lauren
served as a consultant at the Undergraduate Writing Center for three years.
Currently, she works as a technical writer for National Instruments.
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Spring 2007 / Columns

Praxis looks at the writing center and the classroom

In this issue on the writing center and the classroom, our articles
overwhelmingly call attention to the hybrid forms emerging from meetings
between these two sites of writing instruction.

“Hybrid” is the keyword in our Focus section. In presenting research data from
two composition classes featuring writing tutors, Holly Bruland argues that
classroom-based tutoring (CBT) is a “hybrid genre,” with tutors moving from
tasks traditionally associated with writing centers or classrooms into roles
typical of neither traditional context. Steven Corbett’s article on the history of
CBT provides helpful background for Bruland’s discussion by outlining the
current theoretical and practical conversations about CBT. Melissa Tedrowe,
associate director of the Writing Center at the University of Wisconsin-Madison,
looks at another kind of “hybrid form” produced when writing centers offer
composition classes of their own. This topic gets further treatment in later
sections as well, in Lisa Leit, Michelle Lee, and Andrew Jones’ Column
discussing classroom presentations offered by the Undergradute Writing Center
at the University of Texas at Austin, and in this month’s profile in Consulting of
the University of Iowa Writing Center, which holds regular non-fiction and
fiction-writing workshops. Rounding out the Focus section is an article on the
Purdue Writing Center by Serkan Gorkemli and Tammy Conard-Salvo, who
explore various types of professionalization in the writing center, including
programs that integrate tutors’ academic pursuits and writing center
responsibilities.

Intersecting roles of tutor and student focus the contributions to our Consulting
section. Lauren Shultz continues the discussion of CBT by sharing her
experiences as an undergraduate “Writing Mentor.” Jennifer Kimball also reflects
on experiences as an undergraduate tutor, concluding that writing centers and
tutors alike can benefit from the sometimes difficult but ultimately rewarding
combinations of roles enacted by peer tutors.

Our Training section features two practical ideas for making writing centers
more influential in classrooms. Gayla Mills argues the advantages of using a
single writing handbook in all composition classes, and Andy Bourelle suggests
requiring first-year composition students to visit the writing center.

From undergraduate consultants to writing center directors to researchers of
writing center theory, this issue’s authors provide an impressive range of
perspectives on the writing center and the classroom. Reading through these
perspectives, one sees that the writing center and the classroom meet in
fascinatingly complex and fruitful ways.
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Getting Back to Basics
Spring 2007 / Training

by Gayla Mills, Randolph-Macon College

Bridging the classroom and writing center using A Writer’s Reference

Gayla Mills

One of the challenges of working with students across a college campus is
achieving consistency with instruction. Student writers learn varied methods for
revision and receive different (and often ineffective) kinds of feedback on their
writing. When peer tutors work with these writers, they often have to start with
the basics and teach them how to edit and revise. They have to show them
what tools exist to help them become independent writers. One of the ways
that tutors bridge the gap between what students learn in the classroom and
what they learn in the writing center is through their use of a writing handbook.

At Randolph-Macon College, in Ashland, Virginia, we are fortunate to be able to
build on a fairly consistent freshman experience: all freshmen, regardless of
ability, are required to take a freshman composition course, ENGL 185.
Professors are given a basic structure with some required books and
assignments. Beyond that, they are able to choose the subjects that their
students read, discuss, and write about. This makes for a flexible class that
gives professors plenty of autonomy while assuring that all students will receive
instruction in certain basic skills. These include how to write certain types of
academic papers–summary, critique, synthesis, argumentative–and how to
revise, give peer feedback, and use reference materials in editing.

[W]riters [. . .] need to know where to turn when they don't have
someone to help them with revision. They need a dependable,
familiar reference guide which they can easily use with
confidence.



In ENGL 185, professors give students feedback using Diana Hacker’s A Writer’s
Reference. So first year students learn the value of using a reference book to
find solutions to their writing problems. Yet for many, the skills they are taught
in ENGL 185 are a mere introduction, something to be forgotten when the
semester ends. Some do not see revision as an ongoing skill that writers
practice. They do not see themselves as writers or as life-long learners. We
know, of course, that the skills and habits we show our students need ongoing
reinforcement, but that is a difficult task to achieve from one class to the next.

One way to reinforce what they have learned is to have widespread use of the
same reference guide. I am working to help the college build consistent and
regular use of Hacker’s A Writer’s Reference across campus and class levels.
Since it’s been a required reference book for all ENGL 185 classes for the last
two years, all freshmen and sophomores (and many upperclassmen) own
copies. I teach the tutors at the Writing Center how to use the book in their
tutoring sessions. We keep a copy of Hacker on each table where tutors and
writers have their sessions and have additional copies on our reference
bookshelves.

It's one thing to be told to use a resource by a professor, and a
completely different experience to see a peer choose to use one.

As tutors work with student writers on grammar, style, punctuation, or methods
of citation, they turn to Hacker. In doing so, they model for the students how
they can edit their own work using a resource they already own and are familiar
with from their freshman composition class. As one of our tutors, Hannah
Tisson, said, “I actually use Hacker for each of my papers, so it makes sense
that I recommend that other writers use a writing reference guide when they
compose their own papers. I refer to Hacker in literally every tutoring session.”

Peer tutors have added credibility with their peers when using Hacker. It’s one
thing to be told to use a resource by a professor, and a completely different
experience to see a peer choose to use one. When students observe their more
experienced and successful peers looking up answers in a reference book, they
begin to think of Hacker as useful rather than merely required.

Why does it matter whether students ever learn to use a guide? One of the
greatest challenges in helping students become better writers is convincing
them of the need for revision. The first step in doing so is to give them
repeated opportunities to produce multiple drafts and see for themselves how
their writing changes. But writers also need to know where to turn when they
don’t have someone to help them with revision. They need a dependable,
familiar reference guide which they can easily use with confidence. Since
students are notorious for avoiding textual resources, it is only through
repeated and varied exposure that they will acquire that familiarity and
confidence.

More experienced writers appreciate the value of reference materials and notice
their absence in a tutoring session. Writing Center Director Kirsten Komara
notes in her research that less experienced tutors sometimes avoid using these
materials in their sessions, and that this leads writers to feel that “they would
never ‘get the technical stuff’ enough to improve their writing” (13). The
solution to this is obvious: to remind tutors of their roles and to train them in
using resources that will guide them and the students they help. “Consultants
are not professional editors or judges,” Komara says. “They are critical readers
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who can provide access to resources, such as writing techniques and styles,
and textual guides and handbooks” (15).

So, our writers are first shown in Freshman Comp how to use Hacker to find
answers to their writing questions, confusions, and problems. Then, when they
seek additional help in the Writing Center, peer tutors walk them through
solutions to their writing problems with reference to Hacker. The next step is for
them to see Hacker being used in their other classes as a routine resource. That
is the step we are currently developing.

As Writing Center director, I am collaborating with a writing tutor to create a
workshop for faculty on different ways of using A Writer’s Reference. Many
faculty are frustrated with the process of giving feedback on student writing,
perhaps because they don’t have a clear method for doing so. They are familiar
with commenting on the content of the paper but have more trouble with how
to succinctly address grammar, style, and punctuation. If more of them are
made familiar with the same reference book and are “working from the same
page” as their colleagues, then students will be receiving more consistent, and
consequently more helpful, feedback on their writing throughout their college
experience. Once the workshop is developed, tutors can give a shorter class
presentation to students in subsequent semesters.

Teaching students throughout their college careers to use the same reference
guide may seem prosaic. But if these writers actually refer to a writing
handbook as they work, they will have picked up a lifelong skill that they can
always use for help outside an academic setting. In addition, by sharing with
faculty the tricks of the trade that the Writing Center offers, we can provide a
foundation for writing across the curriculum that serves a significant but
sometimes unrecognized need.

Works Cited

Komara, Kirsten . "Mock Tutorials: A Dramatic Method for Training Tutors." The
Writing Lab Newsletter 30.9 (2006): 12-15.

____________________

Gayla Mills is Director of Writing Across the Curriculum and Instructor of English
at Randolph-Macon College in Ashland, Virginia. She is also a freelance writer
and former book editor.
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Spring 2007 / Consulting

by Jennifer Kimball, University of Missouri—Columbia

Performing two roles makes undergraduates better tutors and better
students

Jennifer Kimball

Writing centers that employ undergraduates offer the tutors invaluable
experiences, and the undergraduate tutors bring a distinctive perspective and
skill set to their work. Indeed, undergraduate peer tutors are in a unique
position: as we work with writers to decipher instructor comments we may
suddenly realize why “awk” was scribbled in the margins of our own papers; as
we are writing a 10-12 page paper we may suddenly discover a new way to
tackle paper organization with a tutee. Although all writing consultants wear
many hats as diagnosticians, audience members, devil’s advocates, and guides,
being an undergraduate adds another layer that influences the way peer tutors
wear these other hats. Like other undergraduate tutors, my experiences in the
classroom shape my abilities as a peer tutor and my experiences as a tutor
impact my class work by providing me with useful tools and inspiration.

As a peer tutor I do not gain my authority from years of post-graduate
education or experience teaching writing. Instead I offer student writers the
chance to talk about their writing with someone who is going through the same
education process at the same time. Though we may come from different
majors, graduating classes, or writing experiences, we’re both navigating the
same murky waters of midterms, group projects, part-time jobs, homesickness,
and huge reading loads. Having an opportunity to chat about an awful Spanish
test for a few minutes with someone who is also enduring a round of tests can
help the writer relax and focus before diving into the tutorial. A freshman I



tutored explained that her conclusion summarized the paper because in high
school her teachers wanted reiterative conclusions, and she was having
difficulty learning to change her conclusion style when necessary. Having a
chance to commiserate with tutors who had also recently made the jump from
high school to college showed her that it is absolutely normal to find the
transition challenging.

Undergraduate tutors and writing centers have a mutually
beneficial relationship[.]

Aside from serving as a common ground, our shared student perspective can
provide insight into where the writer’s process breaks down. Since I’m not “the
expert” or an authority figure, writers may feel freer to express their concerns
and questions. One writer I worked with was extremely anxious about his
paper, despite the solid analysis and rigorous style that made the paper a
pleasure to read. As we talked about the paper he explained that he normally
struggles in English classes and that he was nervous because he had expected
me to judge his writing. However, since I was clearly a peer he felt more
comfortable discussing his writing. Another student appeared to have trouble
organizing the ideas in her paper. As we talked about the problem, we
discovered she had trouble taking lecture notes. Her classroom difficulties
hampered her ability to write, so we chatted about different note-taking
strategies. Study and research habits shape students' abilities to write, and
peer tutors can use their immediate, first-hand perspective as classroom
students to effectively help writers.

Simply taking classes influences my tutoring and provides me with a host of
ideas for tutorials. One of my favorite teachers would periodically assign in-
class writing. Normally these were simple one-page assignments designed to
help us focus our ideas and connect class readings. Later, when I started the
major class assignments, these exercises were invaluable. As a tutor, I use
these prompts to help writers create exercises to focus their own papers.
Studying a foreign language has given me a glimpse of what ESL students go
through and has made me appreciate the importance of negotiating in ESL
tutorials. I know from first-hand experience that simply being told the correct
way to say something doesn't help me learn the grammar concept. Moreover,
studying another language has refined my proofreading skills and has
suggested ways to help other writers learn to proof their own papers.
Classroom discussions about the soundness of an author’s argument or the
effectiveness of an author’s prose show me ways to critically and constructively
talk about a paper without lapsing into “fix-it” mode. Taking a range of classes
also helps me appreciate the writing conventions of a variety of disciplines.
While all of these benefits are probably intentional, perhaps are even the
reason behind peer tutoring, it still amazes me how classes from statistics to
art history contribute to my skills as a writing tutor.

The variety of writing processes and thinking processes that peer
writing tutors see offers a chance to reconsider our own methods
as students.

Writing tutoring appears to be a two-way street, since working as a writing
consultant has improved my abilities as a student. My work as a writing
consultant has helped me assemble a tool kit of useful strategies for tackling
my own writing assignments. Now when I find myself getting stuck trying to
solidify my thesis I often write an impromptu dialogue between myself as a
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tutor and myself as a tutee. After experiencing as a reader the awkwardness of
quotations that are dropped into papers without explanations, I weave outside
voices more tightly into my papers and consider my audience more. Talking
about ideas one-on-one with fellow students has boosted my confidence in
contributing to in-class discussions. Hearing a range of papers with a range of
viewpoints has encouraged me to make more nuanced comments in class.
Though I don't look forward to working with students who have to turn their
paper in the day of the tutorial, I've learned an incredible amount about
prioritizing. When I have essay examinations I can use this new skill to write a
solid, cohesive essay with an even tighter deadline.

The variety of writing processes and thinking processes that peer writing tutors
see offers a chance to reconsider our own methods as students. Though I may
not change my own writing process, seeing other writers in the throes of
writing and thinking does influence the ways I tackle my life in the classroom.
One writer's method for organizing and synthesizing research notes has
inspired me to experiment with how I study for tests. Though one student I
worked with struggles with writing, knowing that he excelled at science showed
me ways to think about my chemistry class, since seeing how he organized
information gave me ideas for how to organize my notes. Before I worked with
him I tended to think too abstractly, but his writing process was linear and
almost inductive. This rhetorical strategy proved useful for understanding my
other coursework.

Undergraduate tutors and writing centers have a mutually beneficial
relationship: writing centers offer peer tutors a variety of experiences that can
aid their development as students, and undergraduate tutors bring a useful
dynamic to the writing center from their experiences in the classroom.
Consciously reflecting on the connections between tutoring strategies and
student strategies has encouraged me to be more active in cross-referencing
these two aspects of my life. While peer writing consultants may be in an odd
place, we're also in an ideal place to use our experiences to improve our
abilities in the writing center and classroom.

____________________

Jennifer Kimball is a sophomore at the University of Missouri—Columbia. She
works as a peer writing tutor/consultant in the campus Writing Lab.
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Space and Place at IWCA

The 2007 conference will be held in Houston, Texas, on April 12-14, 2007.
This year's theme is “A Space for Writing: Writing Centers and Place." Dr.
Valerie Balester and Dr. James McDonald will be the keynote speakers.
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by Andrew Jones, Michelle Lee, and Lisa Leit, University of Texas, Austin

Writing center "diplomats" bring the writing center into the classroom

“Susan?”

The undergraduate nestled on the comfy couch in the reception area and
engrossed in the latest issue of Jane magazine looks up, brought back to reality
by the sound of her name. She looks up at the clipboard-bearing writing
consultant smiling down at her and utters an almost involuntary “Oh–I know
you! You came to speak to my biology class. I’m here for help with the thesis
for my rhetoric paper.”

We are always happy to witness such moments of recognition at the University
of Texas at Austin (UT) Undergraduate Writing Center (UWC), as they
provide evidence that our classroom presentations are working to serve our
intended educational, diplomatic, and diagnostic functions university-wide.

UWC Classroom Presentation Offerings

Our five standard classroom workshops, described below, are designed to
provide support for faculty by both offering general writing help to students and
advertising the services we provide at the UWC. Last year we performed these
five types of presentations to 93 classes, reaching more than 1,000 students.
We continue to expand our workshop presence in UT classrooms–already this
2006-07 school year we have given workshops to 59 classes and more than
900 students.

Intro to the UWC primarily serves to acquaint students and faculty with
our location, hours, services, and policies. During the 2005-06 school
year we conducted these ten-minute presentations to 24 classes
reaching more than 700 students, making this the most popular and
helpful workshop in raising our profile in the classroom and the entire
university.
Intro to the Writing Process is a general presentation that frames writing
as a lifelong process and provides tools for students and faculty that they
can use to improve the efficiency, quality, and experience of writing. In
2005-06 we gave eleven of these 45-minute workshops to more than
350 students in classes spanning the disciplines. The general nature of
this presentation makes it applicable to writing assignments in all fields.
Our two research process presentations cover the steps of the writing
process when writing a research paper. We performed the 45-minute
Research in the Humanities workshop in three classrooms, reaching more
than 100 students, and the 45-minute Research in the Sciences
workshops to nine classes, reaching more than 300 students. This



presentation touches on general aspects of the research writing process
and supplements classroom instruction from professors. Its general
nature makes it work for a variety of disciplines but makes it necessary
for the professor to provide field-specific guidelines.
The Revision workshop provides hands-on exercises designed to support
students as they hone and edit drafts of an assignment. Last year we
conducted these presentations in 38 classrooms to more than 760
students. Almost all of our revision workshops are conducted for our
freshman rhetoric course instructors.

We use these presentations to give students general writing tools and to
provide them with specifics about our center to encourage them to make use of
our services. Although the generalized nature of our content is sometimes seen
as simplistic for upper division classes, in the interest of time, we generally do
not provide custom presentations to classes. Our intended audience is UT
instructors and students university-wide, especially in colleges such as Natural
Sciences and Engineering where professors may not feel as confident in
teaching writing, and students might have less confidence in their writing
abilities. Our UWC visitations continue to increase by more than 10% a year,
probably in part due to our presentation outreach efforts to classrooms. These
presentations give our team of ten trained consultants a chance to get out of
the center and an opportunity to gain public-speaking training and experience.

Marketing Function

The majority of UWC presentations are requested by faculty members to get
their students to consider visiting the writing center. Exasperated e-mails are
commonplace during the first two months of the semester, when professors
discover either that their students “haven’t heard of the writing center” or
“don’t know how to write.” Our presenters give introductions to classes across
the disciplines and distribute promotional material during these sessions. One
of the most useful promotional aspects of presentations is simply the advantage
of having a presenter physically present in class. Undergraduates’ lives are
filled with many competing demands for their time, and when we have their
attention for ten minutes we can divulge a great deal of information about the
UWC and hopefully leave a more positive impression than simply handing out a
brochure would.

Educational Function

[T]he effect of these presentations, we hope, is to get students
[...] to take advantage of the UWC's resources [and] to critically
evaluate their own positions as writers.

As well as giving faculty a fifty-minute respite, the UWC’s longer, process-
oriented presentations give positive external reinforcement to the instructor’s
requirements for the course and to the importance of the writing process. We
encourage our presenters to tailor their presentations to the professor’s
requirements both before they present and during the presentation. This
provides a very productive point of collaboration and helps the students in the
class gain more from the presentation when it contains information directly
pertinent to the assignments that they will be writing. Of course, the effect of
these presentations, we hope, is to get students not only to take advantage of
the UWC’s resources but also to critically evaluate their own positions as
writers.



Professors’ responses to UWC presentations have usually been very positive
indeed, as evidenced by the enthusiastic reception most professors give our
presenters and the positive feedback we receive in the e-mail surveys that we
send periodically. One instructor, for example, expressed her “appreciation for
your thoughtful and extremely helpful presentation” which “students found…
useful and relevant”; another mentioned that the information provided would
be “immensely helpful” to his students writing honors theses.

Diplomatic Function

In addition to the marketing and educational functions of presentations, the
group’s activity also performs a diplomatic function. The presentations group
was instrumental in smoothing out a conflict that arose between some
instructors in the Nursing school and UWC consultants. Nursing faculty raised
concerns that students were receiving conflicting advice from consultants and
were also requesting that consultants give more directive advice for nursing
papers than we normally do. The UWC has a longstanding relationship with the
Nursing school, and UWC presenters address between 200 and 400 nursing
students every semester; as a result, our staff were able to act as ambassadors
to clarify UWC policy directly to students and faculty. These professors took,
and continue to take, every effort to reinforce UWC policy through in-class
dialogue with the presenter in attendance. The relationship also helped our
training activities, as professors were able to clarify goals for their assignments
that we could disseminate to consultants. In this way, presentations are not
only a forum for collaboration but also a productive means of arbitration that
have allowed us to solidify our position within the university as a cross-
disciplinary institution.

Offering presentations to students offers us an incredible
opportunity to introduce the UWC and its consultants as
supportive, knowledgeable, and approachable.

One minor difficulty we encounter is that we often receive requests for
presentations on very specific topics outside our standard offerings. In most
cases, we can suggest that the professor’s students might be better served by
one of the five presentations we offer (a request for a presentation on “thesis
statements” might be served by our “Writing a Research Paper in the
Humanities,” for example). Some faculty do, however, still view us as the de
facto group for writing presentations of all varieties on campus, which continues
to cause minor conflict.

Conversely, some faculty members can be enthusiastic to the point that they
require students to come to the center or give their students extra credit when
they come in. Students who are required to come against their wishes often
appear apathetic in consultations and tend to come in at the same time as their
classmates, which backs up the consultation queue. To mitigate these
scenarios, the director often suggests that presenters come to the instructor’s
class to inform the students of the services we offer and encourage them to
attend of their own volition. In our experience, the professor’s enthusiasm for
the center’s services shines through in statements such as, “I can’t require you
to go but I strongly suggest that you do” that regularly supplement our
presenters’ remarks.

Diagnostic Function

Offering presentations to students offers us an incredible opportunity to



introduce the UWC and its consultants as supportive, knowledgeable, and
approachable. This kind of outreach also empowers students by helping them
assess their own writing skills before they visit the center. By giving a
recognizable face and specific name to the UWC, presenters make students feel
more comfortable when they come in, and by arming students with information
delivered personally, presenters furnish students with the language to better
direct the consultation according to their needs. For example, many students
come into the writing center not knowing how to pinpoint their particular
concerns and often check a multitude of boxes, or problems, on the intake
forms to describe the reason for their visit. However, those students who have
attended presentations may arrive at the center knowing they need to work on
“flow,” “transitions,” “introduction,” “grammar,” or “topic sentences.” This
awareness makes the 45-minute, one-on-one consultations more effective and
more focused.

A look at the Rhetoric Revision Workshops for fall semester 2006 illustrates the
point more clearly. Over the course of the semester, presenters provided more
than 14 workshops to lower-division rhetoric classes, serving approximately
280 students. This Revision Workshop was retooled from a previous version to
more effectively address the basic requirements of rhetoric assignments, as
well as to emphasize a hands-on approach to revising. The presentation guides
students through a series of steps in which they evaluate the structure and
logical argument of their papers. They must highlight their thesis statement,
claims, evidence, and analysis, leaving a colorful trail of sections they need to
edit, enhance, or leave out. At the end of each presentation, students fill out a
survey, commenting on how the presentation helped their writing skills and
remarking on the things they learned. The questions include:

What one thing did you learn from this presentation about your writing?
What one thing will you use from this presentation to help your writing in
the future?
What one thing in this presentation could have been explained or
explored further?
If you were to sit in on another writing workshop, what type of workshop
might help your writing the most?
Have you used the Undergraduate Writing Center?
If not, do you plan to visit this semester?

In a sampling of 75 surveys, the answers to the first two questions were varied,
but always completed. Students acknowledged that they “need better time
management,” must “write a better conclusion,” should work on “thesis
development” and “leave out transitions,” must “analyze evidence clearly,”
provide “too much analysis and very little evidence,” learned to “create a more
organized and effective argument,” and learned that “with intros, less is more
and sometimes with conclusions less is just less.” They noted that they need on
work on “structure development,” “how to break down your paper and organize
it,” “taking broad points and making them specific,” “tying quotes into main
ideas,” “making stronger arguments,” “making sure every point leads back to
the thesis,” and what “paraphrase [is] vs. analysis.” One student noted that
s/he would “go back and make sure the claims and evidence in my body
support the thesis statement.” Another student said s/he would “read aloud to
correct [my] grammar errors.” These simple comments show students using
revision language that will help them, and the consultants they work with in the
future, hone in on areas to improve without wasting precious consultation time.



Students did suggest certain things could be explained further, such as “what
kind of thesis is more effective: specific or broad,” “how to use research,” “the
best way to organize an essay,” “a better explanation of how to write a
conclusion,” “how to write transitions,” and “different ways to analyze a
quote/claim.” Even these areas that were not fully developed in the
presentation show students actively engaging in the process, so much so that
they wanted even more direction and assistance. These suggestions will help us
further develop presentations “beyond the standard,” as mentioned earlier.

In the same sample of 75 surveys, 31 students said they have never visited the
writing center, but now planned to go. Thirteen students said they had never
visited the writing center, but would possibly go in the future. Twenty-six
students said they had visited the center before and planned to go again. Only
four students said they had never visited and did not plan to visit in the future.
These numbers demonstrate the positive influence personal outreach is having
on students and their quest for better writing skills. As one student wrote on
the bottom of her form: “Yes, LOVE IT!!!!”

____________________

Andrew Jones

Andrew Jones is a doctoral student in American Studies and Assistant Director
of the Undergraduate Writing Center at the University of Texas.

____________________
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Michelle Lee

Michelle Lee is a doctoral student in the English Literature Program at the
University of Texas, a freelance editor for an educational media company, a
playwright, and a poet.

____________________

Lisa Leit

Lisa Leit is a doctoral student in Human Development & Family Sciences and
Assistant Director of the Undergraduate Writing Center at the University of
Texas.
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Panel on "Shared Space: Collaboration, Writing, and
Community"

Spring 2007 / News & Announcements

Join University of Texas scholars at the 2007 IWCA/SWCA Conference

At the 2007 IWCA/SWCA Conference, our own Lisa Avery, Lisa Leit, Andrew
Jones, and Zach Garcia will present a discussion of their attempts at the UT
Undergraduate Writing Center (UWC) to create inclusive collaborative
spaces in a variety of contexts. These include not only the specific, local spaces
in which our consultants work with students, but also the virtual spaces of our
online journal, our online writing website and the larger academic and local
environments.
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by Serkan Gorkemli, Stanford University, and Tammy Conard-Salvo, Purdue
University

Lessons learned at the Purdue Writing Lab expand the meaning of
professionalization

Serkan Gorkemli

In “The Professionalization of Tutor Training,” Judy Gill defines
professionalization as “introducing prospective tutors to the professional
conversation” (1), which includes instruction in writing center theory featured in
the surveyed courses in the form of collections of essays that introduce
students to “the larger institutional, theoretical, and historical context in which
[the practice of] tutoring takes place” (3). In this article, we discuss two
important components of tutor training that seemingly do not fall within the
scope of professionalization Gill mentions in her article: 1) the use of tutors’
field-specific expertise during their training and 2) tutors’ preparation for
administrative positions and responsibilities. In our experience with one of the
undergraduate tutoring practicum courses offered by The Writing Lab at
Purdue, these two components helped our tutors-in-training professionalize as
both professional writing (PW) majors and prospective tutors entering the
writing center field. Hence, in our attempt to reconcile our experience at Purdue
with the definition Gill provides, we pose this question: Is there more than one
form of professionalization that students develop in our tutor-training courses?



Tammy Conard-Salvo

Considering Gill’s conclusion that professionalization is a continuing trend in
tutor training, this is an important question, and we believe that determining
and defining different types of professionalization of prospective tutors in tutor-
training courses, with a view toward their future careers, is crucial to the
discussion.[1] In attempting to answer this question in this article, we focus
upon one type of assignment popular in our tutor-training courses: creation of
materials for the use of the writing center staff–what we call “tutorial manuals”
and “collaborative administrative reports,” both of which are service-learning
projects in our tutoring practicum in business and professional writing. We
would like to call attention to how different dynamics of a local professional
space, such as our Writing Lab, give rise to different types of professionalization
through service-learning assignments; we believe these assignments offer us
new ways of thinking about professionalization and how our students can
contribute their expertise to, while simultaneously learning from, the local,
professional, and communal space in the writing center.

Professionalization and Service Learning: English 390B: Practicum in
Tutoring Business Writing

In the context of tutor-training courses, all writing centers are places of
professionalization and service learning for students who take such courses. On
the one hand, prospective students train to become tutors through such
activities as tutorial observations and mock tutorials; on the other hand, since
most tutors do more than just tutoring, they also generate materials in
response to such service-learning assignments as in our tutoring practicum in
business and professional writing at Purdue University, where students revise
an existing professional writing resource on The Online Writing Lab at
Purdue (OWL), which houses numerous print-based and multimedia resources
for classroom use and independent use, and create a PowerPoint presentation
to be used in the Writing Lab for student workshops and training. Because
these activities pertain to tutors' duties in our writing center, we call this local
professionalization. However, our tutors also participate in another form of
professionalization, originally defined by Gill as academic-community-based
professionalization: for example, they learn about theoretical debates in the
writing center community when proposing and presenting panels on tutoring
and the history of the Business Writing Program at regional and international
conferences (e.g., the East Central Writing Centers Association Conference
and the International Writing Centers Association Conference).



While all of our students went through local professionalization in the course
and were encouraged to go through academic-community-based
professionalization when they were hired as tutors, a recent change in our
hiring practices drew our attention to the possibility of another, “field-specific”
professionalization in tutor training that involved an interaction we explicitly
tried to foster between prospective tutors' disciplinary backgrounds and the
tutoring practices they were trained to undertake in the writing center. Before
going into detail about the field-specific professionalization, a brief history of
the Business Writing Consulting (BWC) Program at the Purdue Writing Lab
is in order.

The Purdue Writing Lab’s BWC service has traditionally served students who
need assistance with cover letters and resumes. The program began in
response to the increasing demands that resume tutorial requests were making
on graduate student tutors who tutor any writing project in any discipline.
Because so many students were requesting tutorials for resumes, the Writing
Lab began training and hiring undergraduates in English, Communications, and
Management to tutor employment documents.

[T]he new model includes new course projects that foster
multiple levels of professionalization.

Prospective Business Writing Consultants (BWCs) participate in a tutor-training
course prior to their consideration for employment in the Writing Lab. Early
iterations of the tutor-training course focused on general tutoring theory and
specific skills needed for tutoring resumes or cover letters; students also wrote
tutorial observation reports, conducted mock tutorials, revised an existing OWL
handout, and prepared an employment portfolio including a cover letter and a
resume. These activities focused primarily on local professionalization.[2]

During the 2003-2004 academic year, Writing Lab administrators began to look
for ways to expand this program beyond simple resume support, in particular to
provide assistance for students taking courses in the Professional Writing
(PW) program, which offers one of the undergraduate English majors at Purdue
University. Writing Lab staff began pursuing a relationship with the PW program
to increase the Writing Lab’s rhetorical and technological repertoire and provide
more effective writing support for students who take PW courses[3] and
students majoring in PW. Over the course of an academic year and a half, the
authors of this article (a former graduate tutor who also served as Business
Writing Coordinator and the Writing Lab Associate Director) laid the foundation
for the expansion of the BWC services, leading to a curricular change in the
BWC tutor-training course and inclusion of field-specific professionalization
activities for tutors-in-training.

The New Model: Professionalizing PW Majors/Prospective Tutors in
Business Writing

The new BWC training model differs from the previous one in two specific ways
relevant to our discussion of professionalization: prospective tutors are
primarily, though not exclusively, PW majors and use that expertise in their
tutoring roles; and the new model includes new course projects that foster
multiple levels of professionalization. Our decision to target PW majors in our
recruitment was motivated by our intention to initiate a collaborative
relationship with the PW program along with the belief that students’ discipline-
specific expertise best prepared them for tutoring professional writing[4] as



these prospective tutors were required to take one of several introductory
professional writing courses before applying for the tutor-training course. As
the Writing Lab began its collaboration with the PW program and worked to
meet the needs of students in PW courses, the discipline-specific knowledge of
the tutors-in-training would prove valuable to the Writing Lab as a whole.

Additionally, the new training course included two new service-learning
projects: tutorial manuals and collaborative administrative reports. The
following sections, with assignment descriptions taken from the course syllabus,
provide details about these assignments, including the purpose for each
document.

Tutorial Manual

The tutorial manuals were intended to familiarize prospective tutors with our
writing center by having them learn about existing tutor resources and develop
strategies for tutoring new types of documents, documents that our veteran
BWCs were not comfortable tutoring because they were unfamiliar with a
particular genre and needed additional background and training in tutoring
those documents (local professionalization). This activity also provided a venue
for students to contribute their expertise as PW majors (field-specific
professionalization) because they were introducing new document genres into
the Writing Lab and creating training materials that could be used in the future.

In learning how to respond to students with various business documents,
trainees prepared tutorial manuals, which introduced and explained how to
tutor business-writing documents, such as memos, recommendation reports,
and PowerPoint presentations. Students in the general Business Writing course
offered by the English department were assigned to write similar documents;
therefore, Writing Lab tutors-in-training considered each of these genres in
terms of purpose, audience, and other generic conventions, and the resultant
tutorial manuals they produced provided advice to their fellow tutors, many of
whom did not have any formal background in professional writing, on how to
address these documents in a writing center setting.

Collaborative Administrative Reports

In addition to learning how to tutor, our prospective tutors are also trained to
hold two undergraduate administrative positions: Assistant Coordinator and
Public Relations Coordinator. The rationale behind the collaborative
administrative reports was to prepare prospective tutors for these positions by
introducing them to the administrative issues that currently concerned the lab’s
directors and the BWC coordinator and staff, and thus prepare them for future
administrative tasks. While the administrative component we describe is not
essential to tutor training, we believe that it was useful in the context of our
own writing center and for helping our tutors develop a broader sense of
professionalization that was not limited to tutoring or other local
professionalization activities. These administrative positions have helped our
undergraduate BWCs reflect on their roles in the Writing Lab and gain an
introduction to a more complex understanding of how writing centers work.

[T]utor training as service learning draws attention to the nature
of writing centers as professionalizing instructional spaces
pregnant with pedagogical possibilities only imaginable through
new writing center training initiatives and collaborations.



Because of our desire to expand our tutors’ developing professionalization, one
of the authors (formerly, the graduate coordinator of the BWC program)
designed the “Collaborative Administrative Reports” to serve as
recommendation reports on publicity and professional writing resources in the
Purdue community, such as courses in professional writing in other
departments, and the Writing Lab BWC program’s publicity of professional
writing resources and services. As part of their research for these reports,
prospective tutors worked in pairs and conducted interviews with professional
writing instructors, surveyed business writing courses and materials both within
and outside the English department, and examined the Writing Lab’s business-
writing-related publicity materials and methods during the previous years.
These collaborations produced three reports: “Recommendation Report:
Extending the Purdue Writing Lab’s Business Writing Services to the General
Studies Program,” “Publicizing the Writing Lab to the Purdue Community,” and
“Recommendation Report: Communication between English 420 and the Purdue
University Writing Lab.”

Both tutorial manuals and collaborative administrative reports gave students
the opportunity to consider how to tutor professional writing assignments, as
well as a means of discovering and documenting professional-writing resources
on campus. But since the students were also PW majors, these assignments
also utilized their expertise in document design and report writing, allowing
them to practice their PW skills while building their resumes, leading to
discipline-specific (i.e., PW-related) professionalization.

Writing Centers as Instructional Spaces of Service-Learning-Based
Professionalization

Our discussion of tutor training so far reveals that three types of
professionalization take place in writing centers: local professionalization,
academic-community-based professionalization into the writing center field, and
field-specific professionalization. The field-specific, as well as local,
professionalization that our tutor-training course offers in the form of document
production (tutorial manuals) and administrative preparation (collaborative
administrative reports) drew our attention to the pedagogical importance of the
local context of the writing center with its staff as a professional space. It is this
professional space that enabled us to immerse PW majors-cum-prospective
tutors, who are both up-and-coming professionals in their own fields and
prospective tutors in our center, in the local community; this immersion through
service learning assignments provided them with opportunities to exercise their
discipline-specific expertise in the writing center context and develop skills that
will serve them in their future careers. Viewed simultaneously through the
lenses of the three types of professionalization–local, academic community
based, and field specific–which are inextricably linked to the influence of intra-
and extra-writing center contexts, tutor training as service learning draws
attention to the nature of writing centers as professionalizing instructional
spaces pregnant with pedagogical possibilities only imaginable through new
writing center training initiatives and collaborations.

Notes

[1] Considering its dictionary version, “the social process whereby people come
to engage in an activity for pay or as a means of livelihood” (dictionary.com),
the definition of professionalization by Gill above is narrow and hence excludes



other activities that are part and parcel of the “social process” of
professionalization in tutor training. We adopt the broader view of
professionalization and put emphasis on its nature as a social process here not
only to tease out and categorize the multiple activities that constitute its
different types, but also to broach the discussion about its benefits for tutors-
in-training who may or may not be hired as tutors after completing our training
course or, who even after they work as tutors, may or may not choose writing
center work as a career.

[2] For additional details about the original BWC program, see Harris, 1999.

[3] On average, the PW program offers 72 sections of its general elective,
English 420: Business Writing, and 20 sections of English 421: Technical Writing
during each academic year.

[4] While this article describes how our discipline-specific tutoring program is
professionalizing tutors-in-training for our Business Writing Consultant Program,
our focus is not on genre-based tutoring as a means in and of itself. For more
information on the genre-based tutoring debate, see Margot Soven’s
“Curriculum-Based Peer Tutors and WAC,” Irene Clark’s “Addressing Genre in
the Writing Center,” and Jacob Blumner’s “Authority and Initiation: Preparing
Students for Discipline-Specific Language Conventions,” among others.
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by Andy Bourelle, University of Nevada, Reno

Should first-year writing students be required to visit the writing
center?

Andy Bourelle

I recall having a conversation with a colleague at another university about how
to best inform students on campus that his Writing Center was a valuable
resource–and that it even existed at all. This colleague was beginning his
position as a writing center administrator after having tutored at the
University of Nevada, Reno’s Writing Center, where I’ve worked for the
past four years under Director Mark Waldo. I told my friend that one of the
most effective ways the UNR Writing Center publicized its value was to ask the
first-year composition teachers at the university to require their students to
visit the center. His response was: “I want to help students who come [and] ask
for it on their own, not simply increase the number of appointments to impress
the university’s administrators.” This response perplexed me. Sure, I knew that
teachers requiring students to use the Writing Center would bolster the number
of tutoring appointments. But we have different intentions at UNR. There are, I
believe, important pedagogical benefits when composition instructors strongly
encourage students to visit a campus writing center. The composition classes,
the writing center, and most importantly, the students all benefit from this
practice.

Requiring students to use a writing center can be controversial.

The UNR Writing Center helps more than six thousand students a year; not all
of these students are from first-year English courses. The center receives



students from more than five hundred different courses, representing every
major on campus. We work with students at every stage of their academic
careers, from incoming freshman to doctoral students writing their
dissertations. At UNR, we strive to help students from every discipline. Thus,
we hire from across the curriculum, employing graduate students from many
programs in addition to teaching assistants from English. The center has no
official connection to the English department; it is its own entity at the
university.

Despite this independence from the English department, the center maintains
an important relationship with the department’s first-year composition program.
During the beginning of each fall semester, Writing Center administrators make
a one-hour presentation to new teaching assistants, providing a comprehensive
look at the services the center provides. We encourage instructors to bring their
students to the center for a tour and ask them to require their students to visit
the center once. We do not demand this–nor do we have any authority to make
such a demand. Rather, we encourage them to incorporate the requirement into
their classes. We do, however, urge them to put some sort of deadline on the
requirement to avoid an influx of procrastinators at the end of the semester
(which admittedly still happens to some degree).

[S]ometimes we get students who aren’t interested in having a
productive tutoring session; they just want the “confirmation
slip” needed to prove to their teachers that they came.

Not all English composition teachers agree to incorporate this “requirement”
into their sections, but between all the courses offered, our center receives
numerous first-year composition students. Because every student on campus,
except those that transfer in after their freshman year, must take at least one
first-year composition class, we are able to reach almost every student at the
university during their first three semesters, helping us get the message out
that the Writing Center is a valuable resource. Students are then free to use the
Writing Center if and when they want to. They know where the center is,
they’ve had the experience of working with a tutor, and they’ve seen firsthand
what the Writing Center can do for them. Since one of the goals of the first-
year composition program is to help undergraduate students prepare for the
various writing contexts they’ll face, this requirement furthers that goal by
exposing students to a writing resource that can help them throughout their
college careers. The approach our tutors take is not meant to help students
“correct” or “fix” their papers. Rather, we tutor through a collaborative, socratic
approach that is meant to help the student improve his or her own paper. We
work with students on specific papers, but we want to help them improve as
writers in the long run.

Requiring students to use a writing center can be controversial. Many teachers
want their students to use the resource, but some resist making it a
requirement. Students can be unreceptive to the help of tutors. Several tutors
tell of difficult sessions because a student was required to come and therefore
wasn’t engaged. I tell the tutors it is their job to try to show the students the
value of the center. Give them a good experience so they will come back
voluntarily. It’s unrealistic to think that this always happens, but it’s been my
experience that, more often than not, students required to use the Writing
Center leave with a positive impression. However much they choose to use the
center later, they’ve at least had that first good experience and now know what
the Writing Center does.
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Not requiring students to use the Writing Center means that most won’t try it
out. Few students do without a little encouragement. Because many students
are pretty good writers and know it, they don’t realize that a Writing Center
isn’t merely a tutoring service for remedial undergraduates. It’s for all students,
not just for those who struggle with writing, and regardless of skill level, all
students can receive help there. Above all, we don’t want a student to
graduate–or worse, fail–without ever having been exposed to the university’s
Writing Center.

Above all, we don’t want a student to graduate–or worse, fail–
without ever having been exposed to the university’s Writing
Center.

Sure, there are drawbacks to teachers requiring Writing Center visits.
Sometimes, despite repeated urging by center administrators for teachers to
tell their students not to wait until the last minute, we get an influx of
procrastinators at the end of the semester. And sometimes we get students who
aren’t interested in having a productive tutoring session; they just want the
“confirmation slip” needed to prove to their teachers that they came. However,
the alternative is much worse.

I worked with a student recently who illustrates this position perfectly. A senior
nearing graduation, she came to the Writing Center for help with a graduate
school personal statement. She said, “Wow, this was really helpful. I wish I had
known about this place before. I would have used it a lot.” Somehow she had
slipped through the cracks and had made it to her senior year without ever
using the Writing Center. Having a student about to leave college lamenting
that she missed out on the benefits of the Writing Center is far worse than the
center dealing with a small influx of procrastinators or having tutors deal with
unmotivated students from time to time. Fortunately, what we usually hear at
UNR is: “My English teacher made me go to the Writing Center once, and it
turned out to be pretty helpful. I’ve been back a few times when I’ve needed
help, and it’s always been beneficial.” While the UNR Writing Center serves the
entire student body, it is in first-year composition that students can discover its
unique resources.

____________________

Andy Bourelle is a Ph.D. candidate in composition and rhetoric at the University
of Nevada, Reno. He has worked at the UNR Writing Center since 2003, three
years in an administrative role as the tutor-training coordinator. Staffed
primarily by UNR graduate students, the center helps about six thousand
students a year from more than five hundred different courses.
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The Give and Take of Tutoring on Location
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by Steven J. Corbett, University of Washington

Peer power and authority in classroom-based writing tutoring

Steven J. Corbett

Curriculum- or classroom-based writing tutoring (CBT) programs are well-
established writing across the curriculum components in some of the most
prestigious colleges across the country. The 2005 collection On Location:
Theory and Practice in Classroom-Based Writing Tutoring highlights various
theoretical and practical issues involved in CBT, and Margot Soven’s 2006 What
the Writing Tutor Needs to Know is the first book to combine information on
training tutors for work in either writing centers or CBT programs. But just as
all writing centers are not alike, CBT programs differ from institution to
institution. There is much flexibility in and between models. This flexibility is
due to the various needs and desires of the students, tutors, instructors, and
program administrators: some programs do not ask tutors to comment on
student papers; some programs make visits to tutors optional, while others
make them mandatory; and some programs offer hybrids of both approaches.
Behind all these methodological and practical choices also lie complex
theoretical issues of power/authority, collaborative control/flexibility, and
process/product. For example, Jean Marie Lutes argues that “the [writing
fellows] program complicates the peer relationship between fellows and
students; when fellows comment on drafts, they inevitably write not only for
their immediate audience (the student writers), but also for their future
audience (the professor)” (239). Issues like these and others brought up in CBT
research and practice led me to begin investigating some of the differences
between various models.

In this essay I will lay out the state of the field in CBT. I will explain how CBT
draws on various models of peer education in its theory and practice, providing
examples of models and comparing and assessing their respective strengths
and weaknesses. I will also provide a sense of some of the critical questions,
debates and challenges–especially issues of power and authority–that make



CBT an exciting area for both practice and research.

The Classroom/Center Debate

Those of us theorizing, practicing, and advocating CBT, then, must
remain wary of the sorts of power and authority issues that might
potentially undermine an important aspect of the traditional one-
to-one tutorial.

In 1984 Stephen North’s essay “The Idea of a Writing Center” expressed the
frustrations many writing center practitioners felt about centers being seen as
proofreading, or grammar fix-it shops, or as otherwise subservient to the
writing classroom. In his polemic, North spelled out what came to be a much-
repeated phrase: “our job is to produce better writers, not better writing” (69).
But North’s vehemence would also draw a theoretical and practical dividing line
between “we” in the center and “them” in the classroom where “we are not
here to serve, supplement, back up, complement, reinforce, or otherwise be
defined by any external curriculum” (72). This question of authority and writing
center autonomy would stir up a series of arguments both for and against
closer classroom/center relations. Louise Smith would assert in 1986 that “the
idea of the ‘center’ has gotten in the way” of productive writing
center/classroom choreographies (22). Muriel Harris encouraged the call for
closer center/classroom collaboration in 1990. That same year Thomas
Hemmeter, pointing to the fact that writing center practitioners and
compositionists share many of the same pedagogical beliefs and practices,
noted that “the writing center always contains within itself this trace of the
classroom” (43). And in 1994 North himself did an about-face when he revisited
his earlier polemic with a much more even-tempered acknowledgment of the
need for closer relationships between classroom and center. Though
encouraging this sort of two-way street between classroom and center, Mary
Soliday in 1995, Teagan Decker in 2005, and Soven in 2006 have all drawn on
Harvey Kail and John Trimbur’s 1987 essay to remind us that the center is often
that place just removed enough from the power structures of the classroom to
enable students to engage in critical questioning of the “seemingly untouchable
expectations, goals and motivations of the power structures” within which
undergraduates must learn (Decker 22). Those of us theorizing, practicing, and
advocating CBT, then, must remain wary of the sorts of power and authority
issues that might potentially undermine an important aspect of the traditional
one-to-one tutorial. These same issues of authority–which touch importantly on
things like trust, which determines whether the tutor and tutee can rely on one
another–come into play in the various “parent initiatives” that inform the theory
and practice of the instructional hybrid that is CBT (Spigelman and Grobman 6).
Spigelman and Grobman refer to these initiates as “parents” perhaps because
they have played generative roles in the birth of CBT programs, and continue to
theoretically and practically nurture their continuing development. We will look
at three of the most influential parent initiatives: writing center tutoring, writing
fellows, and writing groups.

Writing Center Tutoring

Writing center tutoring is the most obvious parent to start with. Harris, Kenneth
Bruffee, and North (above) have pointed to perhaps the key ingredients that
make writing center tutoring an important part of a writing curriculum. Harris
has helped many compositionists see that the “professional choice” of doing or
supporting writing center work (especially the idea of fellow students tutoring



their peers) can add much to both students’ and teachers’ understanding of
how writers think and learn. Harris compiled and presented a summary of the
hundreds of student evaluations, overwhelmingly positive, she had received
over twenty years at Purdue’s Writing Lab in the 1995 “Why Writers Need
Writing Tutors.” She uses students’ own words to show how one-to-ones: (1)
encourage student independence in collaborative talk; the talk with a less-
judgmental and non-grading tutor can free students from the yoke of
“presentational talk” and steer them toward more productive “exploratory talk”
(31); (2) assist students with metacognitive acquisition of strategic knowledge;
tutors sitting side-by-side listening and talking with a student help “the student
recognize what’s going on and how to talk about it as well as how to act” (34)
and assist with knowledge of how to interpret, translate, and apply assignments
and teacher comments; (3) assist with affective concerns; talking through their
writing can relieve writing anxiety, and enhance students’ confidence and
motivation.

Bruffee makes grand claims for the role of peer tutoring in institutional change,
arguing that peer tutors have the ability to translate at the boundaries between
the knowledge communities students belong to and the knowledge communities
they aspire to join. Students will internalize the conversation of the community
they want to join so they can call on it on their own. This mediating role, he
believes, can bring about “changes in the prevailing understanding of the
nature and authority of knowledge and the authority of teachers” (110). But
this theoretical idea of the ground-shaking institutional change that can be
brought about by peer tutoring runs into some practical problems when we
consider just how deeply entrenched the power and authority of, say, the
classroom instructor really is.

Writing Fellows Programs

The question of just how and to what degree peer tutoring might affect the
power dynamics of the classroom leads us straight into considerations of writing
fellows programs. Writing Fellows Programs, like the ones at the University of
Wisconsin, Madison , and Brown University typically pair up a peer writing
tutor with a professor in a discipline to help integrate writing into the curriculum
(often in a course that might not normally use writing extensively). As Jean
Marie Lutes observed (above), the fact that writing fellows comment on student
drafts of papers and then meet one-to-one with students, sometimes without
even attending class or even doing the same readings as the students, raises
questions about power, authority, and tutor-tutee-teacher relationships.
Trimbur, drawing on Bruffee’s idea of “little teachers,” warned practitioners of
the problem of treating peer tutors as para- or pre-professionals and to
recognize “that their community is not necessarily ours” (294). Bruffee and
Trimbur worry that the collaborative effect of peership, the positive effects of
working closer perhaps to the student’s Vygotskyan zone of proximal
development (or the level of problem solving ability just out of reach of the
student, but attainable with the aid of a capable peer), will be lost if tutors are
trained to be too teacherly.

[S]tudent anxiety around issues of plagiarism and autonomous
originality, or the author as creator and sole owner of an idea, are
hard to dispel.

Two essays written on the Writing Fellows Program at the University of
Wisconsin, Madison, one by an assistant professor and writing center director,



Jean Marie Lutes, the other by a peer tutor, Jennifer Corroy, point to some
interesting conflicts in authority. Lutes’s essay examines a reflective essay
written by a fellow in which the fellow, Jill, describes an instance of being
accosted by another fellow for “helping an oppressive academy to stifle a
student’s creative voice” (243). Jill defends her role as peer tutor just trying to
pass on a repertoire of strategies and skills that would foster her peer’s
creativity. Lutes goes on to argue that in their role as writing fellows, tutors are
more concerned with living up to the role of “ideal tutor” than whether or not
they have become complicit in an institutional system of rigid conventional
indoctrination. In an instance of how knowing the professor’s goals can produce
a controlling force in a one-to-one interaction, another fellow, Helen, reports
how she resorted to a more directive style of tutoring when she noticed
students getting closer to the professor’s expectations. Helen concluded that
this more intimate knowledge of the professor’s expectations, once she “knew
the answer” (250 n.18), made her job harder rather than easier to negotiate.

Jennifer Corroy’s essay, describes working with a professor in English who
disclosed his views of fellows as “tools” that saved him time in marking papers
and meeting with students for conferences, while his views of teaching writing,
in his own words, did not “make me reflect globally on teaching or on writing”
(215). Unfortunately, this professor saw fellows in a utilitarian light, and was
perhaps unwilling to reflect on his own pedagogy. Clearly, as these cases
report, the issue of changing classroom teaching practices and philosophies (to
say nothing of institutional change) may be a somewhat more complicated
notion than Bruffee suggests.

Peer Writing Groups and Peer Response

The issues don’t get any less complex when we turn to writing groups. In her
essay “Collaboration Is Not Collaboration Is Not Collaboration,” Harris compares
peer response groups and peer tutoring. Since students, unlike tutors, have not
been trained in the art of peer response, how can they be expected to give
adequate responses when put into groups, especially if the student is a first-
year or an otherwise inexperienced academic writer? How can we help “our
students experience and reap the benefits of both forms of collaboration?”
(381).

CBT draws primarily on three parent models that both enrich and
complicate its theory and practice.

Programs like Penn State, Berks, have answered Wendy Bishop’s call from 1988
to be “willing to experiment” (124) with peer response group work. There,
tutors are sent into classrooms to help move students toward meta-awareness
of how to tutor each other. In effect, they become tutor trainers, coaching
fellow students on strategies to employ while responding to a peer’s paper. But
student anxiety around issues of plagiarism and autonomous originality, or the
author as creator and sole owner of an idea, are hard to dispel. Candace
Spigelman suggests that students need to know how the collaborative
generation of ideas differs from plagiarism. If students can understand how and
why authors appropriate ideas, they may be more willing to experiment with
collaborative writing (“The Ethics of Appropriation”). It follows, then, that
tutors, who are adept at these collaborative writing negotiations, can direct
fellow students toward understanding the difference. But as with all the issues
we’ve been exploring so far, the issue of the appropriation of ideas is, as Harris
suggests, a sticky one indeed. In a more recent essay, Spigelman, drawing on



Grimm and Lunsford, comments on the desires of basic writers interacting with
peer group leaders who look to the tutor as surrogate teacher (“Reconstructing
Authority”). She relates that no matter how hard the tutors tried to displace
their roles as authority figures, the basic writers inevitably complained about
not getting enough grammar instruction, or lack of explicit directions. When, on
the other hand, a tutor tried to be more directive and teacherly, students
resisted her efforts at control as well. Spigelman relates how she also
experiences similar reactions from students. She concludes that “if we want our
students to experience nonhierarchical forms of learning, we will need to make
explicit what is at stake in this effort” (204). But can this explicit meta-
awareness in itself really help mitigate the deep sociocultural force of student
desire and dependence on teacher authority? Spigelman’s own accounts, as
well as the accounts of the tutors above, suggest that it is no easy job to work
toward restructuring authority in the writing classroom.

Conclusion

In this essay I have tried to outline the state of the field in CBT. CBT draws
primarily on three parent models that both enrich and complicate its theory and
practice. Writing center tutoring offers important guidelines and debates
regarding directive and nondirective approaches in peer teaching, and
considerations of the affective in peer pedagogy. Writing fellows programs
complicate issues of authority and interpersonal relations, and raise interesting
questions regarding process versus product. Peer writing groups bring up
complex issues of appropriation and collaborative dependence and
interdependence. All three parent models of peer education offer valuable
checks and balances when considering what models to employ with specific
programs, tutors, and student populations.

In my current research I see tutors, instructors, students, and administrators
involved in dynamic negotiations of all three of these parent models of CBT on a
daily basis. I am studying the comparative value added by having tutors
attached to four sections of first-year composition with multicultural and non-
traditional students. Two sections have tutors in-class on a day-to-day basis,
participating in classroom conversations. The other two sections have tutors
acting as writing fellows, visiting only to help facilitate peer response on
writing, and commenting on essays. Both models have students meet one-to-
one with their peer tutors. Some of the same questions of dependence on tutor
authority we suggested with Spigelman and Lunsford, and issues of
directive/nondirective tutoring and writing process versus product we discussed
with Lutes and Corroy, are surfacing in interviews, field observations, and
informal discussions with participants. Both models have their strengths and
weaknesses, and much has to do with individual participants’ preferences,
teaching philosophies, and attitudes. For example, one teacher using the
writing fellows model seems to not really see much potential value in having a
tutor visit for peer review, so she has chosen not to utilize her tutor for this.
Another teacher using the in-class-every-day model finds her and her tutor’s
approaches fundamentally different in terms of skills/critical thinking emphases.
Practical, context-specific negotiations take place every day, and sometimes it
is hard to please all participants all the time. But the critical questions raised by
CBT, the ways the various amalgamations of the parent initiatives have the
potential to complicate and enrich writing center and classroom pedagogy, are
worth the inevitable give and take involved.
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